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Real-time requisitioning is not a new concept or a
startling discovery. Discussions of the pros and oons of real-time
systems have been the topic of heated arguments, conference panels,
and research papers* Management in almost all fields of endeavor
is looking into the possible use of real-time. Data processing
and management periodicals contain numerous articles proclaiming
the great future of real-time systems, and one author recently
wrote: "By 1970 nearly all electronic data processing systems
will be of the real-time variety."1
The real-time concept is not new to the Navy Supply System.
In April of 1961, aear Admiral il. J. Goldberg, 30, USJJ, now
Deputy Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, said in an
address to the Supply System Commanding Officer's Conference:
IV for a few minutes let's leave our concrete
plans for the immediate future and from the vantage
point of aloud .Mine see what lies beyond. . . •
Components are available which can be assembled to fit
any system including real-time systems and I predict
that the Savy 3upply System of the future will be a
real-time system.
2
Richard 13. Sprauge, jfoeotrony? Business Systems:
BWWOTgTr gffjLfl* Qft^^g , T- ,^a-?^ 0Q*.PU*jB&a., (Sew York:
Roland Press Company, 1962), p. 3.
RAM H. J. Goldberg, SO, US If, "SnterJ the Real-lime Sra,




2the purpose of this thesis is not, therefore, to present a
revolutionary requisitioning technique, but rather to develop a
model for a real-time requisitioning system which oan evolve from
the automatic data processing systems currently being developed
for the Navy Supply System,
One of the first barriers to be hurdled in a discussion
of real-time is to define the term. A general definition found
in data processing glossaries defines real-time as "the
performance of a computation during the actual time that the
related physical process transpires in order that the results of
the compilation are useful In guiding the physical process ,* or
"the processing of information or data in a sufficiently rapid
manner so that the results of the processing are available in time
to influence the process being monitored or controlled. A more
specific definition is given by Hichard B. Sprauge:
In a total on-line — real-time system each and
every person, machine or point in the organization
using the system, having a true requirement to
originate, retrieve or utilize information, is
provided with a point-of-origin device, These
devices are conneoted to a central data processing
complex by wire or other direct communications links.
Sach device permits two-directional information flow
at a point of origin of information such that the
3"a Data Communications Glossary," Datamation . March,
1962, p. 72.
^Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget,
Automatic Data Processing Glossary (Washington, D. 0. : "J. S.
Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 41.

person or machine using it receives responses to his
requests in the amount of time desired.
5
It is noteworthy that whether the definitions are specific or
general they do not specify an exact time in terms of seconds,
minutes or hours in which information must be processed to be
considered real-time. Ihe prime consideration is that the
information must reaoh the processor or person using the system
in time to take responsive action. This point, coupled with the
general ooncept of real-time operations that is used in the
airline reservation systems, banking systems,? and stock broker
systems, 8 which consider the point of origin of information to be
at their designated receipt point—the agent set, the teller's
cage, or the broker's office—will be the philosophy used in
developing real-time requisitioning for the Navy Supply System.
Ihe system will process requisitions in real-time from the point
of receipt to central processors that will record the transaction,
update the central material control records, transmit issue
instructions to the activities that stock material and advise the
customer the action taken or status of his request in a time frame
^Sprauge, p. 5.
6
"A Survey of Airline Reservation Systems," Datamation .
June, 1962, p. 53.
7 "A Bank's Approach to Real rime," Business Automation .
July, 1963, pp. 36-2
8"Stock Broker Utilizes Heal Time Data "Transmission, "
Datamation. ?4arch, 1962, pp. 27*29.

commensurate with his operational requirements.
A model for a real-time requisitioning system Implies the
Implementation of nation-wide Integrated on-line processing of all
requests for material that are received in the Navy Supply System.
To accomplish such a task the real-time model developed should
consider three important elements; (1) the distribution system
made up of central processing points and activities strategically
looated to act as the point of reoelpt for requisitions and to
store material for issue to the Havy customer; (2) the
communication network and equipment that will link all the
activities In the distribution system; and (3) the data processing
equipment that will perform the real-time processing.
One approach that could be used In developing these
elements into a real-time system would be to make an objective
analysis of the total I?avy Supply System requirements to determine
the optimum combination of the elements to produce the ultimate
system. This approach would require a thorough and extensive
study of the Navy Supply System that would be far beyond the scope
of an individual paper. The approach to be used in this thesis
Is to develop each of the major elements of the real-time model
within the existing capabilities of the Havy Supply System and
the communications and data processing systems that are available
to it. i problem, then, becomes one of fitting these
capabilities Into a model that will function as a responsive
real-time sy ional problem that will be considered

5Is the implementation of the real-time model within the framework
of how the system design and programming should be accomplished
and in what time period the system should he phased into the
existing requisitioning operations of the Navy Supply 3ystem.
The researoh required to develop a real-time
requisitioning model was accomplished by two methods. First,
interviews were held with Navy Supply System personnel,
Department of Defense Communications personnel, and data processing
equipment manufacturer personnel, These interviews provided the
necessary background information and were used to test the
validity of the theories for real-time requisitioning conceived
for this study. The second method of research was a review of
the literature on real-time processing found in current books and
periodicals. Although real-time processing is relatively new
the amount of information available was sufficient to obtain a
good appreciation of its use in other business applications. In
addition, personal experience in developing a large scale on-line
Integrated data processing system was an influencing factor in
developing the real-time requisitioning model. This experience
not only provided a wealth of practical knowledge, but produced
a deep appreciation and insight into the many problems associated
with the design and implementation of data processing systems.
Why consider a realtime requisitioning system for the
Havy? A brief and simple answer would be that the complex weapons
systems of the nuclear age fleet need fast, reliable and responsive

supply support that can be best accomplished with a real-time
system. Obviously this is not sufficient Justification, A deeper
search must be made to answer the problem of need. Such a search
was made by a top team of Havy military and civilian managers who
conducted a review of the management of the Havy Department.
This review was ordered by the Secretary of the Navy in March of
1962, to appraise the economy of the processes and structures of
the Navy Department. The review was a comprehensive examination
of the environment in which the Department functions, its internal
organization and its major functions. The report summarizing
the findings of the review issued by the Advisory Committee
pointed to four areas that require new dimensions of Navy
leadership. They were: (1) Demands for Innovation in Management,
(2) Demands of the Cold War, (3) Demands of Seonomy, and (4)
Demands of Today's Snvlrom.nt.9
The fir3t area, Demands for Innovation in Management,
stressed the critical need for the Navy to iceep and recruit the
right type of personnel required to man the complex weapons and
management systems of today and the future. The remaining three
areas deal with factors that have significant implications for
the need of real-time systems. The pertinent factors in each area
ares
i n in |i m i i n h i i» H I ii i n ii .i n . i——m~mi ii i m in hiii .m i ii»»—— ii i ii ii it
9
"Review of Management of the Department of the Navy,
"
(Washington, D. 0. : Department of the Navy, December, 1962),
pp. 3-5.

Demands of Gold War. . . . The civilian and
military leadership must have an enhanced capability
to react to the entire spectrum from cold to hot war
as a continuing and ever-present faculty. The
Secretary of the Havy must know at all times the
f
equlrements . unique capabilities, and specific
imitations of the operational forces and supporting
echelons of his Department.
Demands for 3conomy. . . . While responsive
support provided to the Operating Forces must take
the form of the most modern, reliable, and effective
weapons this country can produce, the support leaders
must be ever mlndfu^ of tfte contlnu^n:;; hl/ft impact of
the defense frud^et on the economy of the pountry~
Demands for Today's Environment. . • . The Five-
Tear Force Structure and Financial Program, and the
strong program-management philosophy which accompanies
it, is a logical and challenging culmination to the
trend of centralized direction and management of the
Department of Defense. It emphasizes the close
teamwork so vitally required of all the military
services and places a premium on the military worth
of cost effectiveness of alternatives for accomplishing
the defense mission, irrespective of service origin.
The increased demands made on the Ohief of Naval
Operations and the Oommandrnt of the Marine Corps by
the Joint Ohiefs of Staff, and the Increased demands
on the Secretary of the llavy to assume responsibility
for presenting the Havy pro-ams to higher authority,
require a responsive structure and system for
expressing requirements , selecting alternatives and
appraising progress, with a sustained emphasis on
economy and efficiency. 10
Unquestionably any system that can aid in meeting these
far-reaching demands on the Itovy Manager is needed. This thesis
proposes a model of a real-time requisitioning system that can be




THE ENVIRONMENT FOR REAL-TIME REQUISITIONING
The Navy Supply System
A brief resume of the Navy Supply System is pertinent to
provide an understanding of the nature and scope of the problem
involved in developing a real-time model for requisition
process!/: . The Department of the Navy General Order Number 5
assigns the Ohief of Naval Material the responsibility for the
development and operation of the Navy Supply System. The Chief of
Naval Material has In turn delegated to the Ohief of the Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts the responsibility for:
(1) The development and promulgation of policies
and methods governing supply management of Naval
material.
(2) The development and direction of the Navy
Supply System*
(3) The provision of staff assistance to the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and
Logistics) in matters related to supply, distribution
and disposal of Naval material; and departmental
coordination action for matters of common application







Lfice of Naval Material, Department of the Navy. Office
of Naval Material Instruction 5430.10 of 2 December 1963.
3

9The Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
administers and directs the operation of the Havy Supply System
through a distribution system made up of Navy Inventory Control
Points and Mavy Stock Points. The Inventory Control Points are
responsible for the Ifevy-wide management of designated categories
of material. Their functions include the determination of items
to be stocked in the system, the computation of system stock
levels, and the positioning and replenishing of the material under
their control, This material ranges in complexity from low-cost
expendable items that are readily available from the manufacturers
to expensive and complex components that require long lead times
for delivery.
Management of the material under the control of an
Inventory Control Point is dependent upon the accumulation of
inventory data reflecting use of the material and technical
information describing the characteristics of each item. The
inventory data are received from the Navy Stock Points daily on
an individual transaction basis or quarterly in summary form
showing the total number of transactions on each item for the
period, * technical information is received from the Havy
Technical Bureaus or the manufacturers that supply the Navy with
the material.
The item inventory data received from the Stock Points
are used by the Inventory Control Points to maintain the proper
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level of material at each Stock Point and for the Supply System
as a whole. The technical information is used to Identify and
procure material for the system, to relate individual items to
weapons systems supported, and to compute the allowance list
requirements for the various units of the Navy.
The Havy Stock Points are the custodians of the material
managed by the Inventory Oontrol Points, and as such are the
source from which the Havy customer requests material. The basic
functions of the Stock Points are to receive, store, account for
and issue material and to provide terminal operations for the
shipment and transshipment of stock, The Stock Points maintain
individual stock status records on each item carried and post to
these records all transactions affecting the status of the item.
The results of these postings constitute the inventory data
forwarded to the Inventory Oontrol Points. The effectiveness of
the Navy Supply System is, therefore, directly related to
responsive supply aotion at each Stock Point and the accuracy
and timeliness of the inventory data transmitted to the Inventory
Oontrol Points,
Th -/ Supply System stocks over 1.3 million individual
items. However, because these items must be strategically
located, the total number of items carried at all Stock Points
exceeds 7.4 million items. The ISavy Supply System in Fiscal Tear
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1963 Issued 24,086,183 Items and received 6,570,690 items into
store. 2 Figure 1, page 12, shows the major aotlvlties in the Navy
Supply System and Table 1, page 13, shows the average daily
volume of requisitions processed by these activities in Fiscal
Year 1963.
Querent aequlsltlpnjnft .ffrqceftures
The Department of Defense "Single Line Item Requisition
System Document" (DOD Form 1348) Is the basic requisitioning
document used in the flavy today. It is prepared either manually
or mechanically by shipboard personnel or material users in the
Shore Establishment. Almost all requisitions enter into the Navy
Supply System through a Stools: Point where they are processed by
an automatic data processing system which uses a high speed
computer, an offset system using electrical accounting machines
\M)§ or a manual system. The ma^or Stock Points have either
an automatic data processing system or an MM offset system. The
internal processing in all systems is geared to the priority that
has been assigned to the requisition by the customer. High
priority requests must be processed within 24 hours. Sxpeditious
handling of these requests, Including the use of telephone
communications and air shipment, is used to insure the issue of the
—
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high priority request can be made within the deadline. Lower
priority requisitions are processed on a less urgent basis.
Average system proce times for high priority requests is 17
hours. Lower priority requisitions are processed on an average
of 2.1 to 9.2 days. 5
The procedures for processing a requisition are basically
the same in the three systems. Ihe customer's request is
received and recorded, local availability of the item requested
Is determined, the transaction is recorded and the material is
issued if it 13 availabla. If the item requested is not available
the requisition is held for future issue from expected reoeipt of
material or It is forwarded to an Inventory Control Point for
immediate ,y action.
the automatic data processing systems are used at those
3toc3c Points where the volume of requisitions to be processed
warrants the use of this more sophisticated and faster approach.
;.
a.ls it Ions received at these activities are entered directly
into the computer system through remotely loc -3d input stations
or at the data processing center. The computer automatically
records the requisition and sets up a control file for follow up,
checks the availability of the item requested and records the
^Department of the rfavy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
Publication 237, Supply Operations Digest. Fourth Quarter 1963.
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transaction* If the Item requested is available the computer
changes the balance on the stock record to reflect the issue,
obtains such information as the storage location of the item and
the shipping address of the requestor, and prepares the standard
issue document, the Department of Defense "Single Line Item
Itelease/Heceipt Document" (DQD Form 1343-1). in addition, the
inventory data required for transmission to the Inventory Control
Point are collected and the accounting information necessary to
charge the customer for the material is prepared,
The computer systems speed the processing of the high
priority requisitions by remotely printing the issue document
(BOS form 1348-1) on a device in the appropriate warehouse. Lower
priority requisitions are automatically accumulated and released
in lots that will produce the maximum issue efficiency through
the consolidation of the requests in customer and warehouse
location sequence.
iulsitlons received at Stock Points using the EAH
offse- tern are first forwarded to supply clerks who establish
a control file for each request. From this point the requisitions
are forwarded bock Control Olerks who ascertain the
availability of the item requested by checking against the balance
on the item's stock status record which is maintained on an 3AM
card. If the item is available the requisition card is placed
behind the stock status record and the cards are offset. ,fter
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the normal working hours the offset stock status reoords and
requisitions are processed by SAM machines, which update the
balances on the stock status record, record the transaction, and
prepare the issue doouraent (DOD Form 1348-1). The following
morning all issue documents are forwarded to the warehouses for
proce i oolal procedure is used to handle high priority
request. . li 'Single Line Item lelease/Heceipt Documents"
{DO Y543-1 ) Is prepared upon receipt of the requisitions.
The availability of the item is checked and the storage location
obtained. The document is then immediately forwarded to the
appropriate warehouse and the updating of the stock status record
and the rec of the transaction data is subsequently made.
rulsitions received at Stock Points using manual system
follow the basic steps of the MM system except that the stock
statu:? records are maintained on Kardex files and the posting
and reco of the transaction and the preparation of the issue
document are performed manually.
Uniform Automatic Data,, ffroceso^ Systems
Two major programs are currently being implemented by the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts that will provide the fundament
data processing and system capability for the real-ti
requisition^ del. These systems are the Uniform Automatic
Data Processing System (UADP3) for the Stock Points and the Uniform




The UADP3 for the Stools: Points program was started in
March of 1961. The objectives of the program were to provide the
major Stock Points with the capability to accomplish their mission
more economically and faster, and to have a better capability to
process (at that time proposed) the Department of Defense single
line item requisition, which was oriented for use with computers.
It was also an objective of the program to provide a data
processing system that could be rapidly expanded or contracted to
meet the needs of mobilization or a changing peacetime environment.
These objectives were to be accomplished by one uniform system
employing standard data processing equipments and using common,
centrally developed programs and procedures. 2he program was
under the direction of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts with
six participating Stoclc Points contributing the majority of the
system analysts and programmers needed to develop the total system.
The basic system design was developed centrally by a Task Group
of Bureau of Supplies and Accounts personnel and Stock Point
personnel. This group also prepared the system specifications
for submission to the data processing equipment manufacturers
and made the equipment selection. The detailed systems analysis
and pror tasks were divided among the six participating
Stook Points and these tasks were actually accomplished in this
decentralized manner. The coordination of the program required
considerable effort on the part of the Task Group. Detailed
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operating instructions and progress reporting techniques, plus
frequent group meetings of the heads of the individual analysis
and programming teams were used to insure oongruity*
te principal features of the UADP3 for 3took Points were:
automatic on-line processing of requisitions and receipt documents,
remote input/output capabilities to provide status information
on stoolc availability and requisitions in process, and updating
all records affecting the transaction at the time of input of the
item into the system, 3ven mors significant, however, was that
the system was uniform for all six activities, therefore,
requiring only one standard program, standard operating procedures,
and when changes were made to the system, only one change* This
was a bis »**P from the earlier systems that had been developed
on an Individual activity basis with completely different
procedures, programs and equipment* The first Stock Point UADPS
was installed at the Naval Supply Depot, Newport, Hhode Island in
:<feroh of 1963* Unco that time additional systems have been
installed at the Saval Supply Centers, Norfolk, Virginia; San
Diego, California } and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii* Currently the system
has been *xp&xij3i*& to include nine installations* The remaining
four will be installed in late 1964 and early 1965.
A similar Uniform Automatic Data Processing System program
was started for the major Inventory Oontrol Points in the spring
of 1962* 5he concepts of central system design and decentralized
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analysis and programming are also being used for this program,
A lask Group of Bureau of Supplies and Accounts and Inventory
Cfcmtrol Point personnel developed the system specifications and
made the equipment selection, Ihe Inventory Oontrol Point UADPS
is still in the detailed programming phase. Installation of the
first equipment for the system was made at the Aviation Supply
Office in April of 1964, During the next eighteen months the
remaining Inventory Oontrol Points will receive the equipment and
segments of the system will be phased into operation over that
period.
Both of the UADPS programs employ the use of high speed
electronic computers with large random acoess storage capability,
the systems use large segments of this random access storage to
maintain comprehensive records on material either stocked or
controlled and process transactions against these records for all
requisitions either received or for material controlled by them,
a<W*lrqR«rt9 ft"T a Seal-Ilae Acquisition Systea
What are the fundamental requirements for a system model
that will make real-time requisitioning possible? f£o discuss these
requirements it is helpful to break them down into three areas;
the customer and the distribution system requirements; the




First, a Uavy real-time requisitioning system should be
responsive to the needs of the customer, the ships and aircraft
of the fleet, and the activities of the Shore Establishment that
service the fleet. The system should have the capability to
prooess high priority requests with the minimum of delay, giving
immediate feedback information to the customer regarding the status
or availability of the material requested. If the material is
available at the location of the requisition input into the system,
issue instructions should be given for immediate issue and
delivery of the material to the customer. If the material is not
available at the input point the customer should be advised the
alternative action that has been taken; for example, shipped from
another activity or being purchased. In addition, the system
should provide the customer with responsive replies to requests
for information on material availability or requisitions in prooess.
Lower priority requisitions should be scheduled for
processing at Stock Points by customer groups that will facilitate
consolidated shipment or deliveries. In addition, the system
should account for the material issued and lodge proper charges
against the customer receiving the material. The real-time
requisitioning model should provide the Stock Points the capability
to obtain storage locations for all items stocked by them; to
control the requisitions in process and to give immediate feedback
information from data held in the central master records. The
entire system should have the capability to collect information

that will monitor or control sach critical step in the
requisitioning process. .anagement data on processing times and
system effectiveness should be automatically prepared for both
the Inventory Control Point and Stock Point management giving them
a tool to make decisions on current information that is pertinent
to reducing stock outages and processing bottlenecks.
A real-time requisitioning system also requires a
communication network that will connect all points of information
and requisition input with the central system. priority
requests and inquiries should be transmitted immediately. Lower
priority requests and less urgent data could be held at the point
of input for short periods to gain the maximum efficiency of the
communications network by sending this data during low volume
periods or when no high priority traffic is on-line. The
communications network should be highly reliable and responsive,
providi: ternative routines if system failure is experienced
in a particular segment of the network.
The data processing equipment for a real-t
requisitioning system should have a powerful, reliable, time
conscious central processor; the capability to monitor and
adequately handle a complex communication network; and have
reliable, random access, mass storage device: , e central
processor should also have the capacity to process real-time and
batch prooe pplicatlons concurrently, have high speed memory
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dump into auxiliary storage and have memor lockout to protect
vital programs stored in core memory. In a _on, the data
processing equipment should have reliable high speed peripheral
equipment for use with the central system. Auxiliary equipment
at the Stock Points should be capable of monitoring a network of
remote input/output devices that can be placed throughout the
activity to achieve an effective man-machine compatl / in
performing the requisition processing operations,
These fundamental requirements must now be developed into
a responsive real-time requisitioning system model. The next
iter will demonstrate how the data processing equipments and
communications systems being used or installed in the J&vy Supply
System today can be molded into a real-time system that can meet
the challenges of these three critical requirements.

CHAPTER III
RSaL-TIME REQUISITIONING STSTJ3M MOS
The Distribution System
One of the Important features of a responsive real-time
requisitioning system is a distribution system that will take
advantage of the central data collection facilities and total
transaction processing ability of real-time operations. The
distribution system to be developed in this chapter proposes to
accomplish this through a distribution system made up of three
eohelons of supply management and support—Supply Management
Centers; Supply Distribution Activities; and Special Supply Points.
The discussion will consider the major activities that comprise
each echelon of the distribution system and the requisition
processing mission of each level. Figure 2, page 24, shows the
location and composition of these major activities. The
requisition processing mission of each echelon will be developed
individually.
The Supply I4anagement Centers will be the central processing
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As suoh, the Supply Management Centers will perform the Inventory
control and related technical and procurement functions that are
presently done by the Inventory Control Points, and, In addition,
must maintain control over all the requisitions received in the
Supply System. The Supply Management Centers will also perform
the accounting functions necessary to lodge proper charges against
the account of the customer being billed for the material issued.
Figure 3, pages 25 and 26, is schematic diagram of the
general processing flow for real-time requisitions at a Supply
Management Center. Figure 3 shows only the routine processing
steps. Requisitions received that contain superseded stock
numbers or only part numbers, rather than a valid federal stock
number, will automatically be processed against technical records
to obtain a current stock number, and then returned to the standard
processing flow. Where current stock numbers are not available
the requisition would be released for manual review or procurement
with all the pertinent technical information accompanying the
output document. Requests for the status of a particular
requisition In process or on the availability of material will
also be automatically processed at the Supply Management Centers.
Two Supply Management Centers are proposed to replace the
four major Inventory Control Points in the present Navy Supply
System, These two activities will be the Ship's Supply Management
Center and the Aviation Supply Management Center. The Ship's














1. RESERVE ALL REQUISITION INPUT FROM
AUTODIN TERMINALS.
2. EDIT AND VALIDATE REQUISITION MESS-
AGE FOR INVALID OR MISSING DATA.
3. CHECK REQUISITION CONTROL FILE FOR
DUPLICATION AND ESTABLISH RECORD
OF REQUISITION IN FILE.
4. FORWARD TO APPROPRIATE ACTIVITY
REQUISITIONS NOT UNDER CENTER'S
CONTROL AND NOTE ACTION IN REQUI-
SITION CONTROL RECORD.
5. FORWARD REQUISITION TO CENTRAL
PROCESSOR FOR SUPPLY ACTION.
I
CENTRAL PROCESSOR
1. VALIDATE FEDERAL STOCK NO. (FSN)
OF ITEM AND OBTAIN STORAGE ADDRESS
OF ITEM IN MASTER DATA FILE.
2. OBTAIN ITEM RECORD FROM MASTER
DATA FILE.
3. ANALYZE MATERIAL AVAILABILITY
AND MAKE ISSUE DECISION.
4. UPDATE ITEM RECORD.
5. POST TRANSACTION AND ACCOUNTING
DATA TO TRANSACTION /ACCOUNTING
RECORD.
6. CREATE ISSUE DIRECTIVE INFORMA-











1. UPDATE REQUISITION CONTROL RECORD
TO INDICATE ACTION TAKEN ON REQUI-
SITION.
2. FORMAT ISSUE DIRECTIVE AND PREPARE
CONTROL SIGNALS AND INSTRUCTIONS
FOR TRANSMISSION OVER AUTODIN.
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sys tern' s dual location, central complex. Requisitions received at
all activities in the system, except Special Supply Points located
at laval Air Stations, will be automatically routed to the master
activity. 'The Ship's Supply Hanageaent Center will maintain the
control on these requisitions and forward to the Defense Supply
System requests for material not under Navy control, Lihfced with
the master activity will be the slave processing center, the
Aviation Supply Management Oenter, This activity will receive all
requisitions from Special Supply Points at riaval Air Stations and
will automatically forward to the master processing center all
requests for material not under its control, Conversely, the
Ship 9 8 Supply Management Oenter will pass all requests for
aeronautical material to the Aviation Supply Management Center,
Mttoh consideration was given the proposal for two Supply
Hanageaent Centers to act as the central requisition processing
points in the real-time distribution system, ?rom the standpoint
of personnel and equipment requirements it would be logical to
conclude that the greatest economies in a real-time system could
be gained through the use of one large central system, A major
problem that is not faced in this conclusion, however, is to what
degree can the economies of centralization warrant discounting
the many operational problems that could develop with a totally




Large-scale centralized data processing systems currently
In use have taken different approaches to help compensate for too
much centralization at one point, the Sylvanla electric Company
has adopted a Data Processing Center conoept for centralized
computer operations. Ihe Data Processing Center is linked by a
communication network to decentralized facilities, which Include,
forty-five plants, twenty-two laboratories, thirty-two sales
offices and twenty-nine warehouses. The Center receives
information from all organization units in the company, processes
the information and puts it in usable form for the management
responsible for the operation of the unit. The Center is a service
department that operates centrally, providing data processing
capability and central data collection without making any decisions
or taking action on the data processed or summarized. This
approach has given the Sylvanla illectrlc Company the advantage of
centralized computer operations while at the same time retaini:
decentralized management control.
Another approach was taken by the United States Air Force
for SAGiS ( Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) the continental air
command and warning system. SAOS is designed to maintain a
complete and up-to-date picture of the air and ground situation in
*Donald G. Malcolm and Alan J. Rowe (Editors), Management





the United States. The system divides the country into twenty-six
sectors which are organized into seven SAGS divisions. -Caere is
a Direction Center in each sector that receives input data from
many sources in its sector and from other direction Centers. 3aoh
Direction Center is a self sufficient unit that can evaluate the
information it receives from and sends to the various units in
its sector. Information is also passed automatically from one
sector to another to enable follow through on action that has
passed out of the geographical area of one of the sectors. In
each SAGS division is a Combat Center which receives summarized
data from all Dlreotion Centers under its command. This
summarized data are used to advise airier echelons in the system,
when appropriate. 2 The Air Force approach to the large scale
real-time operations has been to divide the processing load based
on geographical location and to consolidate information within
each sector at on center, with further consolidation in summarized
form at a higher echelon. This has permitted them to have tiie
maximum use of the data at lower echelons in the system and to
provide higher echelons with summarized data for action or review,
though these two approaches to central computer systems
do not meet the requirements for a real-time requisitioning system,
they demonstrate that large systems can be operated without
complete centralization of management or data processing
2Maloolm and Eowe, pp. 187-208.
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facilities. For this reason in proposing a dual central
processing complex for a real-time requisitioning system several
important factors were considered.
First, recognition was given to the increasing emphasis
that is being placed on the support of weapon systems versus
individual item support, and the alignment of inventory management
to meet this new emphasis. She Navy's weapon systems could be
classified broadly into two general categories. Those that
operate in the sea and those in the air. The proposed division
of Supply ."ianagement Centers provides a logical break to match
this broad division of weapon system support responsibility.
Although both activities will use uniform programs and procedures
for processing requisitions the proposed split will allow
management at each Oenter to focus attention on those problems
that vary due to the difference in operations in the two
environments
•
A second factor is the desirability to provide back-up
facilities for a large real-time system in the event of a oasualty
that would stop operations for an extended period of time. The
sophisticated real-time systea for a man-in-space program, such
as Project Mercury, uses two computers operating in parallel to
insure no loss of information or error due to equipment failure .^
^Robert Hoffman and Marilyn 3, Scott, "The Mercury
Programming System," Computers—Key to Total System Jontrol .
Proceedings of the 1961 Eastern Joint Computer Conference,
(Amerioan Federation of Information), pp. 47-53.
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This is a very costly provision, however, and would be difficult
to Justify for an application where life or the prestige of the
United 3tate3 1b not directly involved. In the past ^overnaent
and industry computer users have partially solved the casualty
by locating a similar computer configuration that can be
used in case of an emergency. This is not feasible, however, in
real-time operations, A real-time system is made up of a complex
of computer and communication equipment that function as an
integrated system made ttp of many activities. Such a system cannot
be transferred to another site that is not already a part of the
operating system. The use of two central processing points,
therefore, provides a compromise between the use of two computers
operating in parallel and the alternate site computer. It should
be recognized that there is a disadvantage to such a back-up
concept, :h processing point is designed to handle the pare
of the distribution system that it controls, This means that,
under emergency conditions, the activity that assumes control of
the system would have to obtain the recovery record from the
Center that is oat of commission and schedule processing so that
the master data files could be alternated to fit the capacity of
the mass storage components. This procedure would preclude the
immediate processing of all requisitions but would allow the
handling of at least the priority requests until the total system
was in commission. The success of such emergency operations would
depend greatly on the ability to transfer the recovery record and
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corps of personnel to the alternate processing center as quickly
as possible. ?he proposed split of the Supply Management Centers
would put the two central processing points within one hundred
mile3 of eaoh other and ehnanoes the possibility of a rapid switch
to emergency operations*
The final consideration was in relation to the size of
one versus two Supply Management Centers. The combination of the
major Inventory Control Points into one operation would result in
an organization of about 6000 people responsible for the
management of over one million items valued at $3.5 billion.
^
Although there is no empirical data that can be used to develop
the optimum size for a Supply ilanagement Oenter, the difficulties
of combining four staffs into a single operation unit can be appre«
elated. The proposed split between a Ship's and Aviation Supply
Management Oenter would produce for the distribution system an
alignment of approximately two-thirds of the system personnel
at the Ship , s Management Oenter and the remaining at the Aviation
Supply Management Oenter. The division of item management would
fall closely in line with the personnel allocation with 65 percent
of the items under Ship's and 35 percent under Aviation.
^Inventory Control Operations at Supply Distribution
Activities , ilavy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
Publication 295, Fourth Quarter Fiscal rear 1963.
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The proposed plan for two central processing points,
therefore, provides a breakdown that meets the requirements of
weapon system support, provides a division of workload that is
compatible with the operational requirements of the support
function and will permit emergency processing of requests with the
minimum disruption to the real-time requisitioning system.
The second echelon in the real-time requisitioning
distribution system is the Supply Distribution Aotivities. These
activities are the present Supply Centers, Depots and Departments
that perform large wholesale and retail supply functions for a
wide segment of the JJavy. The nine activities that are designated
Supply Distribution Activities (See Figure 2, page 24) process more
than 50 percent of the requisitions received in the *avy Supply
ysto , The functions will be primarily those of receiving,
issuing, storing and shipping material, and, as such, these
aotivities will be the major point of receipt for all requisitions
entering *ks real-time system as weH as the major suppliers of
material to the Wavy customers.
The processing flow for real-time requisitions at the
Supply Distribution Activities is shown in Figure 4, pages 25-.
Is schematic diagram shows the general processing steps for both
high priority and routine-type requisitions* Exceptions to this
general flow will be accomplished either automatically by computer
programs or released b^ the computer for manual review, A


















1. RECEIVE ALL REQUISITION INPUT.
2. PREPARE CONTROL RECORD AND INSTR-
UCTIONS FOR TRANSMITTING REQUISITION
TION MESSAGE TO SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
CENTER.
3. RECORD REQUISITION MESSAGE ON
COMMUNICATION CONTROL TAPE.


















1. RECEIVE ALL ISSUE DIRECTIVES FROM
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CENTER VIA
AUTODIN.
2. FOR PRIORITY ISSUES: OBTAIN MATERIAL
STORAGE LOCATION FROM STORAGE LOCA-
TION FILE AND CUSTOMER ADDRESS FROM
ADDRESS FILE. FORMAT ISSUE DIRECTIVE
AND PRINT OUT IN APPROPRIATE WARE
HOUSE.
3. FOR ROUTINE ISSUES: ACCUMULATE IN
ISSUE DIRECTIVE CONTROL FILE. BASED
ON PREDETERMINED PROCESSING CRITERIA
RELEASE ISSUE DIRECTIVES FROM CONTROL
FILE. OBTAIN MATERIAL STORAGE LOCA-
TIONS AND CUSTOMER ADDRESSES FROM
APPROPRIATE FILE. FORMAT AND PRINT
ISSUE DIRECTIVES.
4. RECEIVE INPUT INFORMATION ADVISING
SUPPLY ACTION COMPLETE ON AN ISSUE
DIRECTIVE.
5. ADVISE SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CENTER
SUPPLY ACTION TAKEN. FORMAT ADVISE



















Distribution Activity is the use of automatic data processing
equipment to control the network of remotely looated input/output
devices that are used as point-of-origln devices to feed
requisitions and inquiries into the system and receive issue data
and replies. The computer services these remotes by controlling
the information flow in and out and performing the interface with
the communications network. In addition the computer will play
a major role at the Supply Distribution Activities by assembling
all issue directives received from the Supply Management Oenters
and routing the high priority Issues directly to the warehouse
location for immediate issue and holding the others for release
in groups that are compatible with efficient warehousing and
shipping operations* The oomputers will also maintain the storage
location records for all the items stocked by the activity and will
have an address file tailored to include only those activities that
would be considered probable customers.
fhe proposal to retain certain information required for
the processing of requisitions at the 3upply Distribution Activity
level, rather than total consolidation of all information at the
Supply Management Centers, is another departure from what would
normally be expected in a real-time system. The decision to retain
the storage location, address, and issue directive control
information locally was based on several considerations. First,
the information retained is peculiar to the individual activity
and does not lend Itself to consolidation. The computer storage
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requirements would, therefore, be the same no matter where the
Information was held. Secondly, with or without the need to store
this information locally the Supply Distribution Activities would
require a computer to monitor the remote network and perform those
applications currently on the computer that do not relate to
requisition processing. The retention of these records locally,
therefore, requires only additional storage capacity added to the
control computer.
Another important consideration was the need to reduce the
amount of information to be transmitted over the communication
network* Because of the comparatively slow transmission speed of
the communication network in relation to the proceselng speeds of
the computers at the Supply Management Centers and the 3apply
Distribution Activities, any reduction in the number of characters
of information transmitted will improve the overall requisition
processing time considerably. Local preparation of the issue
directives usinrr locally maintained material storage locations
and a tailored address file, for instance, eliminates the
requirement to transmit a maximum of 50 characters of address data
and 27 characters of storage location data for every issue
directive released. In addition, the data required to keep the
material storage locations current and the feedback data for the




The final and a most Important consideration for retaining
certain information locally at the Supply Distribution Activities
was that this information would provide these activities the
capability to issue and ship material even though the communication
network or central processing centers were out of commission.
It is important to recognize that without storage locations it
would be virtually impossible for an aotivlty carrying over 700,000
different Items to issue material, v/ith the storage location
information, however, the activity can in emergency conditions
locate the material to make issues even though the inventory contro
and accounting functions were by-passed until the system was bu
in operation, From a military support standpoint this
consideration has far-reaching implications that could not be
Ignored in the distribution system design.
The third echelon in the distribution system is the Special
Supply Points, These activities are the present 3upply Depots or
Departments which perform either a special distribution system
function, such as storing special types of material, or whose prime
mission is to support the mission of the activity of which they are
an integral part, such as a shipyard or air station. The functions
of the Special Supply Points will be the issuing, receiving and
storing of material. The processing steps for real-time
requisitioning at the Special Supply Points is shown in Figure 5»
pages 40-41, This schematic diagram shows the iieneral flow of















1. RECEIVE ALL REQUISITION INPUT.
2. PREPARE CONTROL RECORD AND INSTR-
UCTIONS FOR TRANSMITTING REQUISITION
MESSAGE TO SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CENTER
3. RECORD REQUISITION MESSAGE ON COM-
MUNICATION CONTROL TAPE.












1. RECEIVE ALL ISSUE DIRECTIVES FROM
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CENTERS.
2. PRINT ISSUE DIRECTIVE.
3. (IF STORAGE LOCATION AND ADDRESS
DATA IS ON-LINE, OBTAIN FROM STORAGE
LOCATION FILE AND ADDRESS FILE.
FORMAT AND PRINT ISSUE DIRECTIVE.)
4. RECEIVE INPUT INFORMATION ADVISING
SUPPLY ACTION COMPLETE ON AN ISSUE
DIRECTIVE.
5. ADVISE SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CENTER
SUPPLY ACTION TAKEN. FORMAT ADVISE










exceptions to the normal processing steps will be handled
automatically by a computer or manually. X'he requirement for a
computer at a Special 3toote Point will depend on the volume of
requisitions processed by the activity. At Special Stock Points
where the dally volume of requisitions and the nature of the
operation warrant the use of remote Input/output devloes to
accommodate requisitions, Issue directives and inquiries, a small
computer would be required to control the remote network and
provide the interface with the communications systems. Under these
circumstances storage location and address Information could be
maintained in the computer. At the Spseial Supply Points whose
requisition volume woula not warrant the use of remotes, the
oommunications system terminal device would be used tor the input
and receipt of all information from the real-time system. Under
these circumstances the storage location and address Information
would be maintained manually*
A general observation should be made about the proposed
real-time distribution system. Xhe system is based on the use of
these activities only as a part of a Uavy real-time system opera-
ting under Havy control. it the activities mission include support
functions for the iiefease Supply System the policies and procedures
of the ±>efease Supply Agency would also have to be accommodated.
Ihis could be done by either using a totally different system or




£he coaaunications network provides the vital link between
the various eoiielons of the real-time requisitioning system,
formally the development and an analysis of a communication model
would be a part of a proposed real-time system. This is not
required, however, for a Havy real-time requisitioning system,
because the transmission of all digital logistic information in the
Department of Defense has been assigned to the Automatic Digit
Network (AUl'ODI.i) under the control of the Defense Oommunication
Agency
.
AU'DODIft was originally designed by the United States Air
Force ftf ft combat logistic network. It is a highly sophisticated,
automatic, fully transistorized communication system. The system
consists of five automatic, electronic switching centers which
connect all terminals in the network, including all major activities
in the Sftvy Supply 3/stem. Figure 6, page 44, shows the location
and routing pattern of the switching centers.
Real-time requisitions would enter the communication network
through an AffTODDI terminal at a supply activity. ;ormally a
computer will be used to prepare the message header information for
the requisition and then automatically send it to its AUTODIH
terminal for transmission. As the requisition message is received




AUTODIN SWITCHING CENTER CONFIGURATION
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incoming channel and the Communication Data Processor in an
Accumulation/Distribution Unit, This unit performs code
conversions | when it is necessary to put the message in the same
code as the switching center computer, and provides automatic error
detection and assists in error correction. Prom the Accumulation/
Distribution Unit the message is transferred in data blocks to the
Intermediate drum storage unit of the Communications Data Processors
When all the data blocks that make up the requisition message are
in the intermediate storage the message is then eligible for
transmission. As outgoing channels become available the
Communications Data Processor transfers out the eligible messages
based on a priority system of the first in with the highest
precedence.
fhe use of intermediate message storage with the switching
center < cer provides the computer with a holding area for
messages. ISiis permits activities to transmit messages to another
activity without waiting for a through connection. This concept
also provides the switching center with the maximum use of the
output channels for message traffic on a first-in, first-out basis
by precedence. Another important feature is that Intermediate
storage permits top priority messages to interrupt routine traffic




In addition to the store-and-forward transmission, the
switching centers provide a circuit switch service. This service
can be used where there is a large volume of uninterrupted message
traffic between two activities. The switching center interprets
information in the message header information and makes a direct
electrical connection with the activity to which the transmission
is being directed. Xhis procedure follows closely the type of
connection that would be made by an automatic telephone exchange.
Ho storage of message information is made* there is only the direct
on-line connection, Flth no code, format, or speed conversion. It
should also be pointed out that when an AtfTODIM terminal is being
used in the oirouit switch mode no other traffic could be sent or
received automatically
«
The current transmission speeds of AUTODIN range from
75-2400 bits per second. Speeds as high as 4800 bits per second
have been Incorporated into the switching centers. However, to
date the quality of the transmission lines is not good enough to
accommodate this speed. Other features of AUTODIN are:
1, -ilternate routing, which permits traffic between
switching centers to be distributed over a number of available
trunk paths.
2. A permanent copy, on magnetic tape, of all messages





3. A collection of statistical data regarding the number
of messages aval transmission, channel utilization, number of
errors detected, and other information on the performance of the
system,
5
mally a communications network for a real-time system
is defined in terms of providing instantaneous on-line transmission
of the information from the point-of-origln device to the central
processor, and the immediate return of information to the sender.
From the foregoing discussion of the AtfTODIN system it is quite
apparent that this type of service is not provided, rhere are
inherent delays built into the switching center store-and-forward
concept. In addition, these delays are not constant but depend
upon several factors, such as, volume of traffic at the switch
at any given time, precedence of the messages being processed and
the length of the messages in process. £he median times required
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. P. Gruerber and R* J. 3egal, "Four Advanced Computers—
Key to Air Force Digital Data Oomraunlcations System, " Computers—
ffey to Total System Control . Proceedings of the Eastern Joint
Computer Conference, 1961 (American Federation of Information
Processing Societies, December, 1961), pp. 266-268.
6Interview with Major 0. I. Major, USAF, Directorate of
Command Control and Communications, Offioe of the Deputy Chief of
Staff, Programs and Requirements, U. 3. Air Force, March, 19<: ^.
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These times are based on an average fifteen card messages
being processed under normal traffic conditions at the switching
centers. Longer messages or peak volumes would cause longer
processing times.
As pointed out earlier, requisitions processed by the
real-time system would be transmitted over the AtfTOBIM network
after the computer at the supply aotivity had established the
message header information and control data. 3y using a computer
to provide the interface with the AUTODP! system it is possible to
have a message transfer rate of 2400 bits per second, or
approximately 225 requisitions per ninute, to the switching centers,
Ihls would reduce initial transmission delay to the minimum, but
because requisitions will almost always fall in either the PRIORITY
or aOUXINB precedence, a one to ten minute delay could be expected
at the switching centers.
Prom the standpoint of real-time system design, it would be
preferable not to have this delay. However, the alternative of
designing and proposing a private communication network would not
be practical in view of the decision by the Department of Defense




'Defense Communication Agency Implementation Instruction
for Integration of High Volume Data Subscribers into Operational
AUTODIW System, Maroh, 1963.
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Hecognizi does not provide the optimum in
real-time communications, however, does not negate its use in a
real-time requisitioning system. AUIODI!! does provide for the
necessary automatic on-line processing between activities; it has
a network that can provide alternative routes for message traffic,
and it provides the maximum use available terminal equipment , in
addition, 49X09X21 has the circuit switch service that will permit
direct computer to computer transmission where the volume of
traffic warrants, such as between the two Suppl 3Jient Oenters
All terminals are currently installed at the major
activities in the Navy Supply System. The use of this
communications network for the real-time requisitioning system
follows the thesis that a real-time model can be developed with
the data processing and communications equipments and system in
use today.
Ofee Automatic Data Processing Squlpment
The core of the real-time system model is the automatic
data processing equipment that performs the information handling
function for the total system. She thesis that the *er
equipment installed or planned for use in the Uniform Automatic
Data Processing Systems (uADPS) will meet the requirements of the
real-time re tloning model eliminates the necessity to develop
a detailed analysis of available real-time computers and attempt to
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relate them to the requirements of a Navy real-time system. It is
neoessary, however, to review the automatic data process i\
equipments of the W and determine what modifications
are needed to the total system equipment oonf Uion to
accommodate real-time requisitioning in the environment of the
)posed distribution syste .
The automatic data processing equipments for the UADPS
programs are the 3perry Rand Corporatiou !kQ 490 data processing
systems for the Inventory Control Points and the International
Business ration 1410 data processing system for the
Stock Point?. . Both of these systems are considered real-time data
processors. Richard , e classifies them as follows:
IVAO 490* General-purpose processor specifically
designed for QLRI ( On-I#lne--Real-Tlme ) operations.
Gteneral-purj>Gsa processor designed
originally for baton processing but modified for OLRT
systems."
The review of the data processing equipments for the UADPS
programs will show the detailed equipment configurations for each
program and discuss some of the main features of each of the data
processing systems. Table 2, page 51, is the detailed
configuration of the UNIVAO 490 system for the Inventory Control
Points. The basic features of this system are the centr
wwnwwwwi iii ii ii w uiiwii n i ii! imii p un i ii> i iimi— i m i «!——»—«—^—»« m «i i b ii m m ini w a iiiwimi—«—«»—>——»^—»wmmm—
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Ichard S. Sprauge, Electronic Business Systems t
llana,.;ement Use of Qn-Llne -- Real-Time Computers , (ife'w York
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processor with a oore memory of 32,768 computer words (30-blt word
length); flying head drum storage units with 17 millisecond access
for storing 2.3 million computer words of program information;
drum random access devices with a total storage capacity of over
one billion characters of data; and magnetic tape units with a
transfer rate of 62,500 characters per second. ?he off-line
operations of printing, card reading, and card punching will be
accomplished at the Inventory Control Points with a small Burroughs
Corporation 283 computer with four magnetic tape units that are
compatible with the (JHIVAC system, two high speed printers, a card
punch and card reader.
The IBM 1410 equipment configuration for the Stock Points
01DPS activities is shown in Table 3» page 53 • The basic features
of the IBM 1410 system are a central processor with 80,000 or
100,000 characters of core memory; random access disk storage
devices with a total capacity up to 280 million characters of
information and magnetic tape units with a transfer rate of 20,000
characters per second* rhe printing, card reading and card
punching operations are performed on-line at the Stock Points with
lower processing requirements. These operations are performed on
a high speed 600 line per minute printer, a 800 card per minute
card reader and a 250 card per minute card punch, stock Points
with large processing volumes use an off-line IBM 1401 system to
perform the printing, card reading and punching operations using
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Both UADPS systems have remote Input/output devices that
are used to enter data directly Into the computer on an Interrupt
basis, The remote devices also receive dlreot outputs from the
computer,
e basic equipment configurations of the UJLDP3 programs
provide a base for building the real-time equipment model for the
total system. An analysis of the equipment requirements for the
real-time model is simplified, however, by relating the existing
systems to the needs of each echelon of the proposed real-time
distribution system.
Several factors were considered In developing the proposed
real-time equipment configuration for the Supply Management
Centers, First, the equipment configuration proposed had to have
the capacity to perform all applications currently planned for the
UADPS plus the processing of all requisitions that are entered into
the Navy Supply System. In determining the additional processing
capacity to accommodate the requisition function It was assumed
that the time required for processing the requisition against the
Master Data File was built into the current timing specifications.
3!his assumption is based on the current requirement for the Master
Data File to be updated to reflect all supply transactions. The
added requirement to the UADP3 for real-time requisitioning Is
basically, then, the additional capacity needed to control
requisitions that are received into the real-time system* The
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method proposed to accommodate this additional control feature
Is to increase the UADPS's communication interface from a
Communication fultiplexer to a computer with drum random access
storage capability to hold a requisition control record that would
be used for nonitorlng and recording all requisitions received,
This computer would also perform all validating, formating, error
checking and editing functions for requisition processing a3 well
as the oorrmnications interface functions with the AUIO-
terminal. The main central processor would only be required to
check availability of the material requested in the Master Data
Pile, indicate the source of supply, and update the faster Data
File. The source data would be passed back to the communication
computer and it would perform the additional processing steps
required to update the requisition control file and transmit an
issue directive.
Using the concept that the capacity and time required for
storing and updating the Master Data Pile remains relatively the
same in both systems, the next step is to determine the additional
computer capacity required for the requisition control function.
The procedure used to make this determination was to take the
average daily volume of requisitions processed by the major
activities in the Navy Supply System, as shown in Table 1, page 13
J
total the volumes of the activities that would be transmitting the
requisitions directly to each Supply Management Center, and then
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compute an average dally requisition input for each central
processing point. Jslng a 100 character data field for each
requisition control record (This is comparable with a similar record
in the Stock Point UADP3») and calculating the processing time
required to handle each record, by using standard UNIVAC subsystem
timing foraulaa, it was determined there would be sufficient time
on the coTununication computer to handle the requisition control and
interface function. The random access drum storage requirement for
the requisition control file was determined by multiplying the
average number of requisitions to be received daily by the size of
the data fit, Id and a sixty day holding period. A 25 percent factor
was added to this calculation to provide for file expansion and
less than 100 percent file packing.
It was also recognized that there could possibly be some
reduction in the JADP3 total equipment requirements from the
consolidation of three processing centers into two. However, beoaus^
the applications, other than requisition processing, remain basically
the same, a conservative approach was taken and no arbitrary
reduction in total capacity was made.
• ed on the foregoing factors and considerations an
automatic data processing equipment configuration was developed for
both of the Supply lianagement Centers, iable 4, page 57 • shows the
detailed configuration X>y major component for each activity.
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The approach used to develop the equipment requirements
for the Supply Distribution Activities was to estimate the effect
the deletion of total requisition processing would have on the
Stock Points UADPS capacity* As explained in Chapter II, each
Stock Point JADPS has the capaolty to control all requisitions
received, maintain and update stock records for all items carried
and record accounting and transaction information. Under the real-
time requisitioning procedures these functions would be
accomplished by the central processors. By estimating the
proportion of the capacity of the equipment configuration at each
UADPS Stock Point that was required to perform these functions
and making an appropriate reduction the detailed equipment
configuration for each Supply Distribution Activity was developed.
Table 5» page 60 » shows this configuration by major component.
A typical real-time data processing system at a Supply Distribution
Activity is shown in Figure 8, page 61,
The real-time system data processing equipment
configuration provides the Supply Distribution Activities with the
facilities to perform the interface function with the communications
network and monitor and control the real-time requisitioning remote
input/output devices, The remaining data processing equipment will
also have the capaolty to hold and maintain the storage location,
issue control and address records plus perform those functions, not
relating to requisition processing and stock control, that are
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At the present time there is not a standard data processing
equipment configuration for the Special Supply Points, Because of
the wide range in the daily volume of requisitions processed by
the activities in this echelon of the system and the varied missions
supported, requisition processing is done on everything from BAM to
large-scale electronic computers. This variance makes it difficult
to develop a standard real-time equipment configuration for the
Special Supply Points* Processing requirements range from small
scale computers with low cost random access to small communication
multipliers to no requirement except the AUTODIN terminal.
Therefore, to provide a detailed equipment configuration for the
Special Supply Points a detailed analysis of the available
computers on the market that could handle the real-time
requisitioning processing at these activities would have to be
made. Because of the limited scope of the processing at these
activities almost all of the data processing manufacturers have
oomputers that could readily accommodate the processing load.
Therefore, rather than make an extensive analysis or an arbitrary
selection of a particular equipment, a typical data processing
system that can handle the processing requirements of the larger
Special Supply Points will be shown. Figure 9, page 63# depicts
the typical system for a large Special Supply Point. This system
would provide the activity with communication interface capability,
control of the remote input/output devices, and storage capacity

















not requiring the on-line storage of the looatlon and address
records would use only the computer as a communication coordinator
for the remote network. Special Supply Points with processing
volumes too low to warrant a remote network would require only the
present system plus the AUTODI/I terminal to provide on-line
communications with the real-time requisitioning system.
An important factor to be considered in proposing a real-
time requisitioning system is its costs in relation to the costs
of the present UADP3 at Inventory Control Points and Stock Points.
An analysis of this cost can be made by oomparing the basic monthly
rentals of the present UADP8 equipment configurations shown in
Tables 2 and 3» pages 51 and 53» and the real-time equipment
configurations shown in Tables 4 and 5 f pages 57 and 60, The cost
comparison between the two systems at the Supply Management Center
echelon i3 shown in Table 6, page 65. It should be pointed out
that some of the equipment for the Inventory Control Points is
scheduled for procurement which would decrease the monthly rental
costs shorn. All purchased equipment will be used by the real-
time sy which in effect cancels out the increased cost and
the resulting difference reflects an accurate estimate of the net
cost differential between the two systems. The cost comparison
between the JADPS and the real-time system at the Supply
Distribution Activity level is shown in Table 7, page 66.
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that the basic monthly rental costs for data processing equipment
at the top two echelons of the distribution system would be
reduced )27,480 by using the proposed real-time requisitioning
system, On an annual basis this would be a significant cost




It would be difficult to overemphasize the importance of
the design phase in developing a real-time requisitioning system.
It is at this point that the challenges of real-time system
complexities are first met. In real-time, system design becomes
critical because each segment of the system must be developed to
work in a closely knit total program that performs a oomplete
series of operations on each transaction introduced into the system,
SO part of a real-time system can be glossed over; each part is an
integral piece of the total processing package. Because of this
oomplexity and cones lveness, real-time system design must be
accomplished under the direct guidance of top management. Top
management must be directly involved in establishing the initial
goals and objectives of the system and provide the necessary





The Importance of top management leadership in computer
system design was highlighted in a reoent report published by
Mo&insey and Company, Inc., management consultants. The report
outlines the results of a survey of twenty-seven companies that are
currently using computers system. The conclusions state in part:
On the basis of our analysis, we conclude that
computer system success is more dependent upon executive
leadership than any other factor. ... In the above
average companies it is apparent that corporate manage-
ment has set clear cut objectives ensuring that the
computer program is focused on the major problems of
the business ,3.
A proposed plan of action for the design of a real-time
requisitioning system would be to form a Task Force of highly
competent personnel acquainted with the various phases of the
requisition processing operation. The Task Foroe should have
clearly established goals and have direct access to top management
for decisions on problems that are erucial to the design of the
real-time system. From past experience the following are
considered to be important factors in organizing the design Task
Force:
1. The Task Force should be composed of the best talent
available and should be kept as small as possible to insure hard
work rather than debate sessions,
1
"Getting the ^lost Out of four Computer, " iicKinsey &
Company, Inc., pamphlet, pp. 13-14.
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2. All members of the Task Foroe should be given a
briefing on all operations In the requisitioning processing system
and the oapabillties of the data processing equipments to be used
in the real-time system* This is important to enable the members
of the group to be able to communicate intelligently with each
other.
3. ;erienced computer programmers should be assigned to
the design Task Group* Where there are equipment limitations that
will restrict system design the programmers, with the detailed
knowledge of the equipment, can best aid In overcoming these
limitations. Programmers can also assist In developing into system
design features that complement the processing capabilities of the
equipment configuration.
4. The Task Group should work on a full-time basis until
it completes a documented real-time system design. Personnel
assigned to the Task Force cannot be placed on an on-call basis or
be taken off the design task and replaced intermittently.
5* Management should be briefed on the progress oi the
real-time system development to Insure that the established system
goals are being met and that management agrees with the concepts
being incorporated into the system* Many hours of system design
time oan be wasted if a concept is not acceptable.
6* The system design should not be created in a vacuum*
The Task Force, although composed of talented individuals, cannot
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possibly conceive all the details involved in a large real-time
requisitioning system, Erequent contacts should be made with
operating personnel to check design considerations and to Insure
the design concepts are practical under operational conditions.
This does not imply receiving agreement for the operating personnel
for each segment of the system—this could bring innovation to a
standstill—but the ability to support the system design concepts
to operating personnel will provide a good discipline for the
system designer .
In addition to these general considerations the real-time
system design 2ask Group should establish the boundaries of each
subsystem, adopt policies for the monitoring and checkout of the
system and make thorough provisions for the format and detailed
procedures to be followed in system documentation. Again it
should be stressed that the real-time system design authority and
responsibility crust be clearly defined, and the personnel assigned
to the Task Force must continue with the system until it is
successfully in operation. If management does not recognise these
important considerations the success of the real-time system
design effort will be questionable,
Prpfiramm^n,^ tfre Real-Time System,
It is difficult to compare the complexities of programming
a real-time system over those of a non-real-time system. Perhaps
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the most significant difference is the constrictions that are
placed upon the individual programmers* Sach programmer in a
real-time system must be able to clearly conceive how the segment
of the programming task assigned fits into the total system, jach
programmer must also understand the importance of adhering to the
rules of format documentation and interface that are prescribed to
insure a uniform program package.
Another view of the complexities of programming a real-time
system was expressed in an article by lf« A, Hosier, that listed six
characteristics that set real-time system programming apart from
the more relaxed batch pr programs. These characteristics
were:
(1) Input-output and internal control decisions are
intimately allied to system hardware and to specific
timing requirements of the environment,
(2) There are absolute limits on running time.
(3) The time limits impose what amounts to
absolute limits on storage,
(4) The consequence of error are likely to be more
serious, at least if not promptly detected,
(5) The program must adapt itself to overload
conditions and other significant changes of the system
environment automatically,
(6) As an enduring product of team effort subject
to modification by persons unknown, the program requires
systematic documentation and rigid control of assembly
and testing.^
osier, "Pitfalls & Safeguards in Real-Time Digital
Systems," Datamation , Hay, 1962, p. 68.
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A proposed plan of action for programming the real-time
requisitioning system would be to form a Task Force of top
programmers well trained in the programming techniques for the
real-time automatic data processing equipments. In organizing the
programming Task norce it is important to choose a highly qualified
programming manager. The manager should have the ability to set
definite programming targets and assign segments or subsystems of
the total immlng task to individuals or small teams as soon
as possible. Is often difficult to see the entire program
structure at the beginning, but unless an early attempt is made
to define and assign the programming tasks many months can pass as
small groups reflect on the various ways of accomplish 3 it Job.
^nitoring of the programming progress should be done
weekly and definite milestones should be set as checkpoints to
guage progrer In addition, milestones should be established for
the freezing of system specifications at the various levels of
system development: the initial assembly of programs, the segment
testing, and the final checkout of the complete program. These
milestones give the programmer a definite goal and provide a
constant reminder that eaoh programmer is developing only a part
of a total program that can only be as successful as the ability
of the members of the Task Force to work within the constraints
of the total system.
One of the greatest external problems that faces the
real-time programmer is change. All too often the concept of
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management is that a computer program is just a sequence of
instructions on a piece of paper that can be easily erased and
changed. If programming schedules are to be met and programming
cost kept at a reasonable rate, last minute changes cannot be
allowed. System specifications 3hould be clearly documented and
all neoesaary interface data spelled out by a conservatively set
date. If any changes to the system specifications are made after
this date management should understand that potential slippages in
program schedules are inevitable.
Another problem area in programming a real-time requisition-
ing system is the total system testln . fhe testing of individual
program segments oan usually be done by the responsible programmer,
but the combination of the individual segments into the total
system presents some extremely difficult problems. In a real-time
system external signals from remote devices and responses from the
central processor are almost impossible to simulate on a test
computer. To overcome this difficulty the real-time re- tionlng
equipment configurations should be made available for testing
purposes. If this is not done the final integration of the system
may uncover oome serious program faults that could cause
considerable delay In the operational date of the system.
The programming of the real-time requisitioning system
will be of little value without a detailed operating manual.
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Normally the system will not be operated by the Task Force
personnel that programmed it. Circumstances will often require
trouble shooting and minor adjustments to enable the programs to
operate. Only with a detailed, well dooumented programming manuc i
can the operators successfully make the adjustments or perform the
trouble shooting. The compilation of such a manual should be done
by the programmers as each program ie written. Any attempt to
assemble this document after the programming is completed is an
almost impossible task.
P? 1 real-time requisitioning; system will be a
challenge and will require talented personnel with vision and the
jaclty to work closely with others in a team effort to structure
programs within the confines of the system. Good programming
management, clearly defined goals, definite .milestones, and a good
progress reporting syst: 11 aid in a more orderly and timely
completion of the task.
JKfflflWrtatlpn ,. 3ohedu^e
The previous two sections of this chapter outline, in
general terms, the system design and programming tasks of a real-
time requisitioning system. One of the purposes of this discussion
was to point out the complexities and problems involved in the
development of a real-time system. These inherent complications
in the initial stages of the real-time system development are
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manifested in the preparation of the implementation schedule.
The real-time system implementation schedule must consider all
functions and tasks required to install a total system from the
initial design phase to final full-scale operations. This requires
the coordination of the system design, programming, equipment
installations or modifications, personnel training, procedure
preparation, testing and debugging, and final check-out of the
operating real-time requisitioning system into a timed plan of
action. With these numerous functions integrated into the
implementation schedule many unknowns are introduced, suoh as,
the number and quality of the analysts and programmers that are
available, the funds that are available for overtime and travel,
and the availability of personnel for training and procedure
writing, that task the capacity of the system manager to develop
a reasonable implementation plan. Rather than try and predict
resources and capabilities another approach will be used in
proposing an Implementation schedule. The approach will be to
develop a phased system installation plan and to then establish a
target date that, under certain assumed conditions, would be
considered reasonable for the first phase of the real-time
requisitioning system to become operational.
The proposed plan for integrating the real-time system
into the current supply systems would be divided into three phases.
The first phase would be the Test phase. The Test would consist
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of putting one Supply Distribution Activity on-line with the Ship's
Supply Management Center* Xhe Xest would be scheduled to last
about six months, During this period ail programs and procedures
of the real-time requisitioning system would be operated and
evaluated* Shis Test phase Is considered very important to the
success of the total system* Any system that purposes to
consolidate such a large volume of supply support operations should
be given a thorough opportunity to perform under operating
conditions before the complete system is put on-line* Another
important feature of the test phase is that it will prove
invaluable to the program personnel in determining system short-
comings with the opportunity to make modifications or adjustments
under less critical conditions*
Upon the successful completion of the rest the second phase
of the installation plan should commence* Xhis phase would oonsist
of putting the remaining Supply Distribution Activities on-line
with the Ship's Supply Management Oenter and the Special Supply
Points at Maval Air Stations on-line with the Aviation Supply
Management Center* Jurlng the time that the ?est was being con-
ducted personnel at these activities should be trained in the real-
time requisitioning operating procedures, Oils should enable the
second phase to move at a more rapid phase* System installations
in the second phase should be scheduled on a monthly basis* Ihe
short time break between each aotivity is required for the Supply
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Management Centers and the activity going on-line to work out minor
problems and to insure all personnel are fully checked out on the
systems procedures. Based on a schedule of one activity per nonth
the second phase would be completed in approximately eight months.
The final phase in the system installation plan is to put
the remaining Special Supply Points on-line. Again the personnel
should be trained prior to the commencement of the installation.
The timing in this phase would vary by the size of the activity but
the plan should provide for an installation every three to four
weeks. Based on this schedule the remaining 3pecial Supply Points
should be operational in approximately eight months. Based on the
proposed installation schedule the total real-time requisitioning
system would be operational in about twenty-two to twenty-four
months
•
The second step in the overall implementation sohedule is
to establish a target date for the Test phase to begin. The key
factor in establishing a target date is the completion of the
Installation of the Uniform Automatic Data Processing Systems for
both the Inventory Control Points and the Stock Points. Currently
the Inventory Control Points UADPS is scheduled to be fully
operational by January, 1966, The last installation of the 3took
Point UADPS is scheduled for April, 1965. Based on the premise
that the UADPS programs should be fully operational before a major
modification is made to provide real-time requisitioning a proposed
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target date for the beginning of the Test would be January, 1967.
Two factors were considered in proposing this target date. First,
all UADPS systems should be given the opportunity to be fully
operational for a period of at least a year to allow proper
shakedown before the modification to real-time requisitioning.
3econdly, the talent required to perform the detailed system design
and programming for real-time will be required for the UADPS system
until these programs are operational, therefore, little or no
talent would be available to work on the real-time system which
will require approximately a year of design, programming and
checking before the Test phase can begin.
Based on the proposed target date of January, 1967, for the
Test phase of the system installation to begin, the real-time
requisitioning system could be fully operational by January, 1969.
The precision of the target date or the fully implemented date are
not critical, however, at this time. What is important is that
the initial planning should begin now and management should
establish goals and give the direction that will lead toward a
real-time requisitioning system for the Navy Supply System.
Control of a Real-Time System
The design, programming and installation of a real-time
requisitioning system is only the beginning. Once the system is
operational the control and maintenance of the system become the
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critical functions. It is a, ioiaatic that a real-time system should
not be changed or modified In any segment just to satisfy the whims
or ideas of a particular activity. Any change or modification to
the uniform programs must be oarefully weighed to determine the
impact on the total system. It is proposed that a lieal-Tlme
Central Control Unit be established to coordinate and review all
proposed changes and modifications to the system, the establishment
of an organization suoh as the Central Control Unit, often implies
that change will not be tolerated. Ihis should not be the case,
for a responsive system must be able to be modified to meet
changing conditions.
To provide this responsiveness the Central Control anit
should oarefully review all proposed changes or modifications to
the system and conduct detailed feasibility studies to determine the
net effect the change or modification will have on the system. The
feasibility study should consider this effeot from the standpoint
of cost, personnel and management. The study should also include
a detailed analysis of the advantages or disadvantages of the
change | the cost to make the change* and, if any, the savings or
benefits that would result. 2he Central Control Unit should propose
a recommended implementation schedule for the change or modification
based on the priority of the change in respeot to other approved
revisions to the system, i'he detailed feasibility study should
then be summarized and presented to top management for the final
decision on whether the proposed change or modification to the
real-time system should be adopted.
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When the changes to the system have been approved by
management the Implementation of the change should be the
responsibility of the Central Control Unit. For this reason it is
important that the Central Control Unit be composed of personnel
who are thoroughly familiar with the total real-time system.
Preferably, personnel who did the system design and programming
as members of the initial Task Forces should be assigned to the
Central Control Unit. These personnel have the necessary knowledge
of the detailed system structure to make the changes with the
minimum amount of effort. This is critical for responsive
implementation action that requires the change to be analyzed,
programmed, tested and debugged before it can become operational.
The Central Control Unit has an impressive responsibility
in the successful operation of a real-time requisitioning system.
It must Insure that the systems remain responsive to the changing
needs of the Navy customer and at the same time attempt to keep





The concept of real-time requisitioning is not new, but
the implementation of such a system presents a definite challenge
to the Navy Supply System, One of the first barriers to be crossed
in discussing a real-time concept for requisition processing is
to define what is meant by the term in relation to a Havy
customer's request for material. In essence, a real-time system
for Havy requisitioning is the completely automatic processing of
the request from the initial point of receipt in the Supply System
to the ultimate printing of an issue directive or advice of
positive supply action in a time frame that is commensurate with
the needs of the customer. The thesis proposed is that such a
real-time requisitioning system can evolve from the automatic data
processing and communications system being installed or implemented
today.
The need for real-time support of the Havy is related to




reliable support that must be provided within budgetary
limitations that demand the minimum expenditures for material
services and support functions. In this environment the Navy
Manager needs to know at all times his material capabilities and
requirements and must possess the capacity to express the needs
for these capabilities and requirements to higher authority. The
proposed real-time system will be a valuable tool in providing
the manager with the timely information needed.
The setting for real-time requisitioning is discussed In
terms of the present ftavy Supply System, current requisitioning
procedures, the Uniform Automatic Data Processing System programs,
and the fundamental requirements for real-time operations. The
responsibility for the operation and direction of the Navy Supply
System is delegated to the Ohief, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts.
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts sets supply policy and gives
guidance to the components that make up the system. These
components consist of the Inventory Control Points and the Stock
Points. The Inventory Control Points manage the inventories of
designated categories of material by determining the items to be
stocked in the system, computing system stock levels and
positioning and replenishing these stocks.
The Stock Points are the custodians of material stocked by
the Navy Supply System, and, as such, perform the issuing,
reoeiving, storage and shipment functions for JJavy material.

Current requisitioning procedures are geared to the
Department of Defense "Single Line Item Requisition System
Document" (DD Form 1348), Processing of requisitions is performed
at the Stock Points with either Automatic Data Processing Equipment
systems, Electrical Accounting Machine systems or manually. The
method of processing is based primarily on the requisition volume
at a Stock Point, but in all oases is geared to the priority
assigned to the requisition by the customer.
The Navy Supply System is presently implementing two
programs that will provide the foundation for a real-time
requisitioning system. These are the Uniform Automatic Data
Processing Systems (CTADPS) for the Inventory Control Points and the
Stock Points. Both systems use high speed electronic computers
with large random access mass memory storage capacity to
accommodate on-line processing of data against readily accessible
records.
The fundamental requirements for a real-time requisitioning
system are discussed in terms of a responsive distribution system,
a reliable communication network and a powerful, reliable, time
conscious central processor with random access capabilities. These
fundamental requirements provide the basic guidelines for
developing the real-time model.
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The distribution system proposed for real-time
requisitioning system consists of three echelons of support. The
Supply Management Centers, the Supply Distribution Activities and
the Special Supply Points. The 3upply Management Centers are the
central processing points for all requisitions received in the
system. Two Supply Management Centers are proposed—the Ship's
and the Aviation. The need for two central processing points is
predicated on a split of material management to accommodate a
weapons system support relative to the sea and air environment,
the need for system back-up capability in case of a casualty and
the recognition of the complications involved in combining all
personnel and equipment required to maintain control of the Navy's
large inventories at one center.
The Supply Distribution Activities are the major receipt
and issue points for Navy material. Requisitions received at
these activities will be automatically forwarded to the Supply
Management Center, which, in turn, automatically will send an issue
directive to the Supply Distribution Activity. The Supply
Distribution Activities will have computers to monitor networks of
remotely located input/output devices used to enter requisitions
into the system. The computer will provide the interface between
the remote network and the real-time communication network. In
addition, the computers at these activities will be used to store
locally retained material location records, issue control files
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and a tailored customer address file. The retention of these
records will enable the Supply Distribution Activities to make
Issue under emergency conditions and will provide for a more
efficient use of communications and data processing facilities.
The .Special Supply Points are the third echelon of the
real-time distribution system, These activities perform special
distribution functions or have a prime mission in supporting the
activity of which they are an integral part. Requisition
processing volumes vary greatly at the Special Supply Points. In
general, the extent of the use of computers to process requisitions
will be dependent upon whether or not the volume warrants it.
The communication network for the real-time requisitioning
system is the Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN). Al/TODIN has
been assigned all logistic digital traffic in the Department of
Defense and is under the management of the Defense Communications
Agency. AUTC _s an advanced communication system using
electronic computers to perform switching center functions. The
AUTODIN has built in delays in the store and forward concept of
the switching centers that are not compatible with what would be
considered optimum real-time operations. This does not negate the
use of the system for real-time requisitioning, AUTODIN does
provide fully automatic on-line transmission of message traffic,




The automatic data processing equipment for the real-time
system is the hardware currently used or planned for Installation
for the UADPS programs—the tJ'tflVAO 490 data processing system at
the Inventory Control Points and the L410 data processing
system at the Stock Points. Both of these systems are considered
real-time processors. To accommodate the real-time requisitioning
system the present UAJDPS equipment configurations will have to be
modified to handle the increased workload at the Supply Management
Centers and the decreased processing load at the distribution
activities. The net effect of this modification is an overall
reduction in the basic monthly equipment rentals for the first
two levels of the distribution syst
The development of a real-time system design presents a
challenge to the systems analyst. In real-time each segment of the
system must be closely tied into the total syst i phase or
piece can be left out o jsed over. For this reason it is
important that top management set the goals and objectives of the
system clearly and concisely, and closely monitor the system
design effort to insure these goals and objectives are bei ^t.
A design .Cask ?orce is proposed for accomplishing the system
design, The Task Force should consist of highly competent
personnel with a tfavy Supply System background, plus programmers
with experience with the real-time computers. The Task Force
should have personnel assigned on a permanent basis until a well
documented system design is oompleted.
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The programming for a real-time requisitioning system also
encounters the complexities of real-time operations. Again a
Task Force is proposed to accomplish the programming funotion.
Selection of a Programming Manager with the ability to segment
the total system into programming packages and assign these
segments to programming groups or Individual programmers at an
early date is essential for the programming to proceed rapidly.
Milestones should he set to establish the programming goals and
a progress system should be used to monitor the success in moving
towards these goals. Changes are a particular problem to the
programming task. Definite times must be established after which
the system specification cannot be changed without causing a
serious delay in the overall programming schedule.
System implementation encompasses all phases of the
development and installation of the real-time requisitioning
system. The complexities of real-time system design and
programming are inherent In the development of the implementation
schedule. A phased implementation plan is proposed. The first
phase would be the Test which would provide a six month period
for checking and evaluating the system on a two activity basis.
The second phase would provide for monthly Installations of the
real-time system until all Supply Distribution Activities and
Special Supply Points at Haval Air Stations are on-line. The
third, and final phase, would be to integrate the remaining
3pecial Supply Points into the real-time system. The total time
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to put the entire system on-line would be approximately two years
.
A target date for the Test phase is January, 1967. This date is
based on the complete installation of the UADPS system by the
previous year and the corresponding release of analysts and
programmers from the UADPS effort to form the central core of the
real-time systems Task Forces.
The installation of the real time system is only the
beginning. Control and maintenance of the system must be performed.
A Central Control Unit is proposed to accomplish the functions of
improving, modifying and revising the system. These changes,
however, cannot be made without detailed analysis to insure the
impact of the change on the total systems warrants the revision.
The detailed feasibility studies required to Justify the revisions
should not inhibit change. i responsive real-time requisitioning
system must keep pace with the changing missions and requirements
of the Uavy to successfully carry out its mission of support to the
fleet.
Conclusions
Real-time requisitioning Is not Just a theory. It can be
an actuality. A real-time requisitioning system can evolve from
the data processing systems being used or planned for the Unif:.
Automatic Data Processing System programs. The Automatic Digital
Network does have the capability to handle on-line transmission of
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requisition data between the central processing points and the
distribution activities. The activities in the Navy Supply System
can be molded into a responsive distribution system for real-time
operations. A real-time system oan accomplish this support at a
lower equipment cost than the fully implemented UADPS programs.
These are the physical aspects of the real-time model that
have been stressed to substantiate the thesis that the capabilities
for real-time requisitioning do exist and can be Integrated into
the Navy Supply System without major modifications to equipment
configurations, communications facilities and supply activities.
No attempt has been made to quantify the potential savings in
manpower that could result from removing the requisition oontrol,
stock control and reducing the technical requirements at a Stock
Point, or the consolidation of the inventory management's functions
at two activities. These would be additional b< ^efits that could
accrue from real-time operations.
Equally as important as the physical feasibility or the
potential savings of the real-time requisitioning system is the
underlying theme that such a system will provide the Navy executive
with a powerful management tool that has far-reaching Implication*
for both the Inventory and the financial manager.
The inventory manager for the first time will know the
current position of all items carried in the Navy Supply System.
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Herein lies the potential answers to many of the problems Involved
In determining stock levels, positioning material and making sound
procurements, on more critical is that the real-time system
will provide the Inventory manager the basic tool that Is necessary
for the maximum support of weapons systems when limited material
resources force the allocation of the resources to those weapons
systems with the highest priority. Only with the complete control
of all systems' stocks can the inventory manager make logical Issue
decisions that will Insure the maximum utilization of the available
material. Positive control and current knowledge of stock levels
will also provide the inventory manager with the capability to
evaluate the potential ability to support any given weapon system
and to compute the degree of support effectiveness that could be
expected.
Although real-time requisitioning Is primarily a tool for
the Inventory manager it can provide new sources of current data
for the financial manager, Ourrent availability of value of system
inventories and up-to-date information on the charges against
various accounts will be available at two prime sources. Information
to support budget requirements oan be obtained concurrently with
the transaction processing, Hew avenues will be open to the
financial manager that will provide accounting information in a time




Underlying these ex&mples of real-time requisitioning as
a tool to management Is the explicit capability of a real-time
system to be able to reaot to changing conditions. Xn today's
environment of cold war, hot war and peacetime conditions the
real-time systems provide the material manager with the data
uaoessary to position material resouroes to meet the support
requirements of the operating foreeo.
Heal-tlme requisitioning is possible. £he real-time model
proposed is only the rou^h outline that provides the insight into
the feasibilities of such a system that can be justified on the
timely evolution of the present I7ADPS programs, lower costs and
real-time's far-reaching potential as a valuable management tool.
The Initial steps to implement a real-time requisitioning system
should be taken now. Supply Management must set the objectives
and give the direction that will provide a system that could well
be one of tha greatest advances made in the age old problem of
responsive support to the fleet.
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